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Abstract: The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of galactogogue management in mothers
of very preterm infants with varying breast milk volumes prior to initiating this treatment. Data
were utilized from 90 women who participated in a trial employing domperidone. Three groups
were formed according to their breast milk volumes (based on their infants’ birth weight) at the time
of randomization and study entry to the trial protocol: (1) ≤100 mL/kg/d; (2) 101–200 mL/kg/d;
and (3) ≥201 mL/kg/d. Breast milk volumes were evaluated at the 14- and 28-day study treatment
periods. All three groups showed a significant volume increase and volume percent increase both
at the 14-day measure and also the 28-day measure. Mothers who started in the two lower volume
groups showed the greatest % volume change overall, with 356.2% in the ≤100 mL/kg/d and 106.1%
in the 101–200 mL/kg/d groups, compared to those mothers in the higher group of ≥201 mL/kg/d,
showing a change of 45.2%, where p = 0.001. Mothers producing varying low volumes were able to
demonstrate an effect from the use of domperidone and increase their volumes as much as three-
hundred-fold over 14- and 28-day study periods. However, those mothers whose volumes were
≤100 mL/kg/d continued to maintain low absolute milk volumes, putting these mothers at ongoing
risk of ceasing lactation.

Keywords: early breast milk volumes; early breast milk production; galactagogues; mothers of
preterm infants

1. Introduction

The very preterm/very low birthweight infant (under 30 weeks gestation or under
1500 g at birth) is faced with a significant array of morbidities following an early birth. These
morbidities can include late-onset sepsis, necrotizing enterocolitis, bronchopulmonary
dysplasia, retinopathy of prematurity, and significant white matter brain injury [1–5]. All
of these morbidities contribute, one way or another, to developmental delays of varying
severity [6,7]. The active ingredients found in human milk, and, in particular, the mother’s
milk, are protective, function as a substrate for the development of organs, and play a major
role in reducing serious morbidities [6,7]. This has led to the recommendation that the very
preterm infant be given human milk as their primary source of nutrition [8]. Given the
significant benefits associated with the mother’s own milk, mothers of very preterm infants
have been encouraged to provide their own pumped breast milk for their infants even in
the presence of readily available donor breast milk. Studies have shown the importance of
establishing an adequate milk supply in the early postpartum period in an effort to maintain
volumes in sufficient amounts to meet the nutritional needs of their infants during their
lengthy stay in hospital, which can range anywhere from 10 to 16 weeks or even longer [9].
There are known interventions that function to assist mothers of very preterm infants with
breast milk production [7]; however, responses to these interventions can be variable. Many
mothers of very preterm infants, for a variety of reasons such as illness, stress, and other
factors related to preterm birth, may struggle to provide breast milk exclusively to their
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children. When these supportive interventions are unsuccessful, galactogogues are often
considered in the presence of these ongoing challenges in breast milk production. Their
specific mode of action is to augment milk production by exerting effects either through
the use of oxytocin or prolactin [10]. One of the most commonly used galactogogues is
domperidone, which is a dopamine antagonist that exerts an effect by increasing the serum
prolactin levels, which then help to stimulate milk production in the breasts [10].

A recent trial, EMPOWER, was able to demonstrate that the administration of dom-
peridone, initiated within the first 21 days after delivery, would lead to a modest increase in
milk volume [11,12]. Although the results of the trial supported the use of a galactogogue,
in this case, domperidone, clarity regarding what to expect from a galactogogue is still
needed. Hence, the aim of this study was to evaluate the response pattern to a galactogogue
in mothers with varying low breast milk volumes prior to initiating this treatment.

2. Materials and Methods

For the purpose of this study, data from the EMPOWER trial were utilized; the
EMPOWER trial has previously been described in detail [11,12]. To summarize, mothers
ranging from 8 to 21 days postpartum whose infants were born between 230/7 and 296/7

gestation were approached to participate in a trial. Initially, the mothers needed to pump
an average of ≤150 mL/kg/d for 72 h prior to entry; this was changed to ≤250 mL/kg/d
one year into the study, as this criterion was felt to be too restrictive. The volume was
based on their infant’s birth weight in kilograms (kg); in the case of twins, the volume was
based on the larger twin’s birthweight. In the trial, the study treatment was given three
times/day at a dose of 10 mg for a total of 28 days. In the first 14-day period, the mothers
were randomized to either receive the active study drug or a comparable placebo. All the
mothers received domperidone between days 15 and 28 of the study treatment.

For the purpose of this study, three groups of mothers were formed based on their
breast milk volumes (mL/kg/day, based on the infants’ birth weight) at the time of random-
ization and study entry: (1) ≤100 mL/kg/d; (2) 101–200 mL/kg/d; and (3) ≥201–250 mL/
kg/d. These mothers were grouped in these volume groups for ease of analysis; the group-
ing volumes had no bearing on any known physiologic factors but were similar to volumes
associated with a low chance of successful breast milk production [13].

The primary outcome of this study was the mean percent absolute volume change
from start to day 14 and from day 15 to day 28 of the study treatment period.

The secondary outcome measures of the study were: (i) the proportion of mothers
who achieved a 50% increase in breast milk volume by day 28 of the study treatment period
and (ii) the number of mothers who achieved a milk volume of 500 mL/d on days 14 and
28 of the study treatment period.

The analysis was carried out using SAS Version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).
Descriptive statistics were calculated for all variables of interest. Continuous measures were
summarized using means and standard deviations, whereas categorical measures were
summarized using counts and percentages. Chi-square and Fisher’s exact tests were used
to compare categorical variables between groups, whereas milk volume was compared
between groups using an analysis of variance (ANOVA).

The primary and secondary outcomes were assessed between groups, with pairwise
comparisons based on logistic regression models, controlling for the use of domperidone,
as outlined in the trial description. Adjusted odds ratios were presented along with their
associated 95% confidence intervals and p-values. The changes in milk volume, as a
continuous measure, were also compared between groups. This was carried out using a
linear mixed model with patient as a random effect. The model components were group
(≤100 mL, 101–200 mL, ≥201 mL), time (0, 14 and 28 days), and a group by time interaction
term. Finally, a post-hoc analysis utilizing the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test was
conducted within each milk volume study group to evaluate any difference that may have
existed in the first 14 days of the study treatment.
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3. Results

Data for a total of 90 mothers were included in this analysis. Of the 90 mothers
enrolled in the study, 37 gave birth to infants from 23 to 26 completed weeks of gestation,
and 53 gave birth to infants from 27 to 29 completed weeks of gestation. Table 1 outlines
the characteristics of the mothers in the three groups of study. The three groups of mothers
were similar in terms of their rates of cesarean section, twin pregnancies, and exposure to
antenatal corticosteroids.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of mothers.

Milk Volume Level

Characteristics ≤100 mL/kg/d
N = 46

101–200 mL/kg/d
N = 25

≥201 mL/kg/d
N = 19 p-Value *

Maternal age (year)
mean (SD)
(min, max)

31.0 (6.6)
(19.7, 44.6)

32.4 (4.7)
(19.4, 38.4)

30.9 (5.7)
(21.3, 40.6) p = 0.60

Self-declared ethnicity,
n (%)

Caucasian
Black
Asian

Aboriginal/other

28 (60.9)
6 (13.0)
8 (17.4)
4 (8.7)

16 (64.0%)
2 (8.0%)
6 (24.0%)
1 (4.0%)

15 (78.9%)
2 (10.5%)
2 (10.5%)

0 (0%)

p = 0.53

Primigravida, n (%) 17 (36.9) 9 (36.0%) 5 (26.3%) p = 0.74

Co-Morbidities during
pregnancy, n (%)

Hypertension
(gestational/chronic)

Diabetes
(gestational/Type I and

II)
Preterm labour

Chorioamnionitis
Antepartum
haemorrhage

Other

26 (56.5)
7
3
7
2
6
9

12 (48.0%)
3
3
3
0
3
6

8 (42.1%)
2
2
2
1
1
3

p = 0.54

Antenatal
corticosteroids, n (%) 38 (82.6) 21 (84.0) 17 (89.5) p = 0.86

Cesarean Section, n (%) 27 (58.7) 12 (48.0%) 9 (47.4%) p = 0.58

Twin Pregnancy, n (%) 7 (15.2) 3 (12.0%) 3 (15.8%) p = 1.00

* p-value for maternal age was based on ANOVA, and for others were based on chi square test or Fisher’s exact
test. SD = standard deviation.

Table 2, which outlines the primary outcome, shows the volumes achieved and the
percent volume changes seen in each starting volume group. All three groups showed a
significant volume increase and volume percent increase at both the 14-day measure and
the 28-day measure. For all three groups, the greatest increase was seen in the first 2-week
block. In the original EMPOWER trial, the mothers were randomized to enter the first
2 weeks of the study treatment as either a domperidone or a placebo participant, and only
in days 15–28 of the study treatment did all mothers receive domperidone. Because half
of the mothers received a placebo from days 1 to 14, we elected to observe the volume
changes in each group of mothers to identify the effects of not only domperidone but also
supportive measures. Table 3 demonstrates that the mothers who received the placebo
study treatment demonstrated an increase in breast milk volume, but not as much as those
who received the domperidone.
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Table 2. Milk volumes at study time points day 0, day 14, and day 28.

Milk Volume Level

Milk Volume Parameters
≤100 mL/kg/d †

N = 45
(1)

101–200 mL/kg/d †

N = 25
(2)

≥201 mL/kg/d †

N = 19
(3)

p-Value *

Baseline volume (mL) prior to starting study
treatment (SD) 42.2 (29.3) 149.9 (37.7) 260.8 (54.6) p < 0.0001

Volume on study treatment day 14, (mL)
mean (SD) 155.9 (160.3) 303.0 (147.8) 375.8 (154.6) p < 0.0001

Volume on study treatment day 28, (mL)
mean (SD) 199.6 (203.1) 349.1 (163.5) 454.3 (212.9) p < 0.0001

Mean % volume change day 0 to
day 14 (%) (SD) 356.2 (465.8) 106.1 (99.2) 45.2 (62.5) p = 0.001

Mean % volume change day 15 to
day 28 (%) (SD) 42.0 (66.7) 23.7 (38.6) 29.2 (63.0) p = 0.48

* p-values based on ANOVA. mL = milliliters † based on infant’s birthweight (kg). SD = standard deviation.

Table 3. Milk volumes at study time points day 0 and day 14 according to EMPOWER study allocation.

Milk Volume
Parameter

≤100 mL/kg/d
N = 46

101–200 mL/kg/d
N = 25

≥201 mL/kg/d
N = 19

Domperidone
N = 23

Placebo
N = 23

Domperidone
N = 13

Placebo
N = 12

Domperidone
N = 9

Placebo
N = 10

Baseline volume (mL)
prior to starting study
treatment (SD)

44.48
(33.68)

39.97
(24.81) p 158.95

(41.30)
140.19
(32.13) p 263.78

(56.37)
258.17
(55.81) p

Volume on study
treatment day 14 (mL)
mean (SD)

142.17
(114.48)

171.75
(202.78) 0.73 350.46

(123.72)
246.82
(81.77) 0.20 468.67

(106.48)
283.00

(141.58) 0.006

Mean % volume change
day 0 to day 14 (%) (SD)

400.64
(571.10)

304.80
(310.53) 0.99 123.72

(117.58)
85.33

(71.77) 0.41 81.50
(47.24)

8.95
(55.85) 0.01

p = p values (based on non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test).

Table 4 shows the proportion of mothers in the three volume groups who achieved a
50% increase in expressed milk volume on day 28 of the study treatment. All three groups
were similar in their proportions, 72% vs. 60% vs. 58%, where p = 0.45.

Table 4. Secondary outcome: number of women achieving 50% increase in milk volume by day 28.

Milk Volume Level

≤100 mL/kg/d
(n = 46)

(1)

101–200 mL/kg/d
(n = 25)

(2)

≥201 mL/kg/d
(n = 19)

(3)

Adjusted Odds
Ratio

(95% Confidence
Interval)

p-Value *

Mothers who
achieved 50%
increase in milk
volume on day 28,
n (%)

33 (71.7) 15 (60.0) 11 (57.9)

2 vs. 1
0.59 (0.21, 1.66)

3 vs. 1
0.54 (0.17, 1.68)

3 vs. 2
0.91 (0.26, 3.18)

p = 0.88

p = 0.32

p = 0.29

* p-values were obtained from pairwise comparisons based on logistic regressions controlling for the use of domperidone.
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Finally, Table 5 shows the proportion of mothers who achieved the target volume of
500 mL/d on days 14 and 28. The highest volume group (≥201 mL/kg/d) was 4.7 and
6.3 times more likely to achieve this target volume when compared to the ≤100mL/kg/d
and 101–200 mL/kg/d groups, respectively.

Table 5. Secondary outcome: proportion of mothers who achieved 500 mL/day by days 14 and 28 of
study period.

Milk Volume Level

Milk Volume
Parameters

≤100 mL/kg/d
N = 46

(1)

101–200 mL/kg/d
N = 25

(2)

≥201 mL/kg/d
N = 19

(3)

Adjusted Odds
Ratio

(95% Confidence
Interval)

p-Value *

Mothers who
achieved a volume
of 500 mL/d by
day 14, n (%)

2 (4.6%) 3 (12.5%) 4 (22.2%)

2 vs. 1
2.94 (0.45, 19.06)

3 vs. 1
5.81 (0.92, 36.65)

3 vs. 2
1.98 (0.35, 11.07)

p = 0.26

p = 0.06

p = 0.44

Mothers who
achieved a volume
of 500 mL/d by
day 28, n (%)

6 (13.9%) 4 (18.2%) 8 (50.0%)

2 vs. 1
1.36 (0.34, 5.45)

3 vs. 1
6.33 (1.64, 24.48)

3 vs. 2
4.66 (1.00, 21.62)

p = 0.67

p = 0.01

p = 0.05

* p-values were obtained from pairwise comparisons based on logistic regressions controlling for the use of
domperidone. * Note: 5 missing cases in milk volume at day 14 and 9 missing cases in milk volume at day 28.

The results of the linear mixed model to assess change in milk volume as a continuous
measure over time between groups produced a non-significant p-value for the group by
time interaction term (p = 0.69). Groups 2 and 3 were found to have significantly higher
milk volumes across all time points than group 1 (both p < 0.0001), with the volumes of
group 3 also being significantly higher than those of group 2 (p = 0.008).

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to evaluate the response patterns to a galactogogue among
mothers with varying low breast milk volumes prior to initiating this treatment. Overall,
we saw that the mothers demonstrated an increase in absolute milk volume, regardless of
what their initial volume was. Of note, the greatest % volume change was found among
those mothers who started off with the lowest initial volume (≤100 mL/kg/d based on
their infant’s birthweight). All three groups showed that this could be maintained for the
total of 28 days. This is in keeping with the findings of other studies that have evaluated the
use of pharmacologic strategies—in particular, domperidone—to aid in helping mothers
with increasing their breast milk supply [14,15].

Although many factors have been associated with breastfeeding challenges in mothers
of preterm infants [16–18], the establishment of breast milk production in the first week
postpartum plays a major role [13,19,20]. A volume of <1700 mL/week, or an average of
250 mL/day, has been cited as a cut-off for a mother’s chance of achieving an adequate
production of milk by week 6 postpartum and after [13]. However, within that volume
cut-off of 1700 mL/week, it was not evident whether mothers would be able to respond
to various interventions, including galactogogue treatments, and what the magnitude
of their response would be. The mothers in the lowest volume group, in fact, had the
highest mean % volume change for the first 14 days of over 350%. However, despite this
% volume change, it is important to note that this group still had quite low absolute milk
volumes at the two specified timepoints of measure in the study: days 14 and 28. Volumes
still remained significantly lower in this group when compared to their counterparts. It
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suggests that this group of mothers, those who produced ≤100 mL/kg/d by the end of the
first post-partum week, remain at high risk of continued production of low volume. This
may be due to them having a lower number of receptors for prolactin to aid in stimulating
milk production. If receptors remain at a lower level, the use of a galactogogue, whose
primary mode of action is to increase prolactin, will lead to an ineffective response. This is
a group of mothers who will need added support and encouragement to continue to pump
to produce whatever volumes of breast milk possible for them; however, this study notes
that they may never be able to fully provide breast milk for their infants and will need to
rely on donor milk and/or formula for nutritional support [9,13]. However, having more
mothers achieve a gain in breast milk volume, regardless of these low starting volumes,
means more of the mother’s own milk will be available to a preterm infant. This is of
critical importance in this population of preterm mothers and their infants, as it has been
seen that an increase in the mother’s own milk by 1 mL/kg/d is associated with a 1-point
higher score on neurocognitive assessment results of infants by 2+ years corrected age [7].

The volume of 500 mL/day has also been cited as a goal to meet the nutritional needs
of the preterm infant [13]. We saw in this analysis that only in the higher volume group
(≥201 mL/kg/d) were mothers able to produce adequate volumes in a range close to
500 mL/day; yet, only 42% of the mothers in this group were able to achieve this volume
by the end of the 28-day study period. However, again, one recognizes that the number of
mothers in this group was small and, therefore, there is limited power to draw meaningful
conclusions from this observation.

There are numerous maternal and obstetric factors which can modify how lactogenesis
may occur in mothers of preterm infants [16]. Antenatal corticosteroids have been found to
have an effect on reduced breast milk volumes, in particular in women who have delivered
at the very preterm gestational age [21]. Similarly, differences in various co-morbidities
have been reported to have an effect on this [16]. In this analysis, the use of antenatal
corticosteroids was similar among the mothers of the three groups, and we did not find an
effect from co-morbidities in milk volume production between the three groups.

The EMPOWER trial used different strategies to determine the response patterns
of galactogogues in a high-risk population of mothers [11,12]. The gains seen by day
14 were seen across all of the three groups. Because we know that almost half of the
mothers in the study groups were receiving a placebo in the first 14 days, this also suggests
that non-pharmacologic strategies remain critically important for supporting breast milk
production in these early postpartum weeks and, in fact, can help to augment breast
milk production almost to the same level as that of mothers who receive a galactogogue.
Mothers were encouraged to pump a minimum of 6–8 times/24 h period. Centres worked
diligently with the mothers to provide kangaroo care and all had strategies in place to help
mothers initiate and support breast milk expression. All of these strategies are known to
play an instrumental role in aiding high-risk mothers in their breast milk expression and
lactogenesis in the early postpartum weeks [22,23].

There are strengths and limitations to this study. The findings of this study are
based on a population of mothers who were recruited for the purposes of an already
published, randomized, controlled trial. Our three groups of mothers who participated in
the analysis were similar in characteristics, and we did not see any effects from any potential
confounding variables, despite concerns regarding it potentially being underpowered. An
important limitation to this study is that the mothers in the original trial were on differing
treatment schedules: Group A took 10 mg of domperidone orally three times daily for
28 days; Group B took 10 mg of a placebo orally three times daily for 14 days followed
by 10 mg of domperidone orally three times daily for 14 days. For this current study, we
attempted to assess our outcomes with pairwise comparisons to control for the effects
of the varying domperidone approaches as noted in the trial; however, we do need to
acknowledge that this may be a limitation in drawing strong conclusions from our study.
As previously noted, some of our analyses did not reach statistical significance as well as
having wide confidence intervals, suggesting that our sample size may have been too small
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to answer some of our questions. However, our sample size was adequate to achieve our
primary aim.

A final point to address relates to the risks and benefits of any treatment approach that
a clinician may consider for a patient. Over the past decade, concerns have risen related to
the safety of domperidone. Domperidone has been associated with prolonged Q-Tc interval,
a higher risk of cardiac arrhythmias, and sudden death [24–26]. The relevance of these
cardiac findings when domperidone is used for lactation support is not clear. However,
regulatory agencies have made recommendations regarding how lactating women should
use domperidone [27,28]. These concerns do need to be taken into account by the clinician
when considering domperidone as a galactogogue support.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we saw that mothers with varying milk volumes were able to increase
their volumes as much as three-hundred-fold over 14- and 28-day study periods. However,
those mothers whose volumes were ≤100 mL/kg/d at the start continued to maintain low
absolute milk volumes, putting these mothers at ongoing risk of ceasing lactation. Mothers
of very preterm infants should be identified by the end of the first postpartum week for
any evidence of low milk production. These identified mothers need intensive support and
encouragement to continue to produce milk for their infants. A very focused approach that
is aimed at supporting whatever breast milk production these mothers are able to achieve
should be in place and should include pumping support to maintain the autocrine function
of the breast and the development of prolactin receptors, with the consideration of the use
of a galactogogue as soon as the end of the first week after giving birth to help optimize
breast milk production [22,23].
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